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Abstract.
A new method is described that makes it feasible to include scattered
and converted surface waves into waveform inversions for the three-dimensional

(3-D) structureof the Earth. The singlescattering(Born)approximation
formsthe
basisof the method. In order to minimizethe amplitudeof the scatteredwavefield,
the backgroundmodelis first adaptedto correctfor nonconverted,forward-scattered
wave energy. We then perform Born inversionof the differencebetweenthe measured

and syntheticwaveforms,includinga suiteof Loveand l•ayleighmodes.The Born

approximation
yieldslinearequations
of the formA•?: •uBørn,
whichallowthe
determinationof the three-dimensional
perturbations? to the backgroundmodel

fromthescattered
wavefield•uBøm.Thisprocedure
isfollowed
separately
foreach
source-receiver
pair to allowfor optimizedbackgroundmodelsfor eachsignal,as
well as to minimize the computational burden. We winnow the data vector for each

pathby performing
singularvaluedecomposition
usinga diagonalization
of AA T.
In a realisticexamplewe found that eachverticalcomponentseisrnograrn
yields
30-40linear constraintson the 3-D Earth, significantlymorethan with conventional
pure-path(WKBJ) inversions.In a synthetictest, oneseisrnograrn
is shownto be
able to imagea simplemodelof a point scattereroff the great circle.As a spin-off
of the formulationof the multimodeinversescatteringproblem,we not only obtain
a seriesof eigenvectors
that rank the sensitivityof a seisrnogram
to Earth structure
in a seriesof geometricalpatterns,we alsocan computethe surfacewaveequivalent
of a Fresnel zone.

Introduction

purer memory precluded a full multimode treatment of
scattering.
Seismicsurfacewavesyield information about the upIt is important to distinguish between inversionsof
per part of the Earth, in particular about the shearwave
the in situ shearvelocity and the mappingof local phase

velocity•true. In the caseof long-periodmultimode velocities. Yomo#idaand Aki [1987]alsousethe Born
surface waves the sensitivity extends to the whole upper mantle. The potential horizontal resolutionof the
wavesincreaseswith the frequency. However, it is well
known that high-frequencywaves are prone to scattering and mode conversions.Where mode coupling theory can deal with this at normal mode frequencies,a
more approximate approach is neededfor regional surface WaVeS.

Different methods for the regional inversion of multipathed surface waves have been developed. Snieder

[1986a]and $nieder and Notet [1987]developedthe
Born approximation for surface waves, and $nieder

approximationbut ignoremode conversions
and model
the wave propagationby assumingthe wave propagates

with a local (i.e., structural)phasevelocity,for which
they invertphaseand amplitudedata. Tanimoto[1990]
avoids a simple Born approach on the local phase velocity but still inverts for the latter. In this paper we
are concerned with the direct inversion of shear veloc-

ity (and possiblydensity).Wielandt[1993]pointedout
that a differenceexists betweenthe dynamical(i.e.,
measured)and the structuralphasevelocityfor nonplanewaves.Friederichet al. [1994]and Friederichand
Wielandt[1995]proposeda methodfor the determina-

[1988a,b] describeda methodfor the joint inversionof tion of the amplitude and phaseof the wavefield of the
many waveforms.SniederincludedLove/Rayleighfun- fundamental Rayleigh mode using a regional network
damental mode conversions,but the limitations of corn-

and inverted for the structural phase velocity beneath
the network
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to derive a three-dimensional

Earth model.

A coupledmode approachfor the modelingof surface

waveswas developedby Kennett [1984],Odom[1986],
Maupin [1988],and Bos•ock[1992]. Basedon this approach, Marquering and Snieder[1995]developedan
approximate inversionmethod which takes multiple forward scatteringand mode couplinginto account.
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All of the above methods lead to very heavy, often

waveform
uwKBJ
to anobserved
seismogram
uøb'.The

unmanageablecomputationsif modeconversions
are included and if all data have to be inverted jointly. In
order to allow for inversion of many data, we shall in
this paper develop a strategy that combinesthe Born
approachwith a partitioning of the inversion.
Nolet [!990] has shownhow the partitioningof waveform inversions(PWI) into a nonlinearand linear step
may greatly facilitate the interpretation of large data
sets. In this paper we not only use PWI for compu-

seismogrammay consistof only the vertical component
or more components. The synthetic is calculated on the
basis of the WKBJ approximation for a smooth laterally varyingmodel and a first-orderTaylor expansionof

tational efficiency but also to keep errors in the Born
approximation under control. This met•hodconsistsof
two major steps. A first nonlinear waveforminversion
is carried out for eachpath separately. Sucha nonlinear
inversion is possiblebecauseonly a small set of para-

the wavenumber

i
or

u

=

+ aL

metersis able to describean averagemodelfor the path.

The second(linear) stepcombines
the one-dimensionalwherethe sumextendsoverthe modes,and Aø•is the
modelsfor different paths to obtain a three-dimensional
amplitudevectorof the modefor the initial model•3ø.
model. The method was successfully
usedfor imaging

Thewavenumber
k•øofeachmodeisperturbed
by•

to

the shear wave velocity in the upper mantle beneath
fit the seismogram.
The Fr•chetkernels8k•ø/c9l•
relate
Central Europe, the Tornquist Zone, and the southwestthe wavenumberperturbation 5k• to the model perturern part of the East EuropeanPlatform [Zielh•is
bation 5•. The radius of the Earth is denoted by a and

Nolet, 1994]. Recently,PWI was appliedto construct the source-receiverangular distance by A. The syn-

three-dimensionalmodelsfor the upper mantle beneath

theticuwKBJis fittedto the datauøbsby minimizing

North America [Van der Lee, 1996]and PhilippineSea a least squarespenalty function
[Lebedevet al., subm.to Geophys.Res. Left., 1997].
The waveformmodeling is basedon the WKBJ ap-

F(5/•)
- f w(t)[uøbs{t)
--uWKBJ
(•,•-•)
Iadt,(3)

proximation, inverting for a laterally homogeneousaverage model along each path. Synthetic waveformsare wherew(t) is a weightingfunctiondesignedto equalcalculated by the summation of surface wave modes. ize the influenceof differentarrivalsin the seisrnograrn.

The methodis limited to a frequencyrangewherethe

WKBJ approximationis valid. Smooth averagemodels
leavea discrepancyat higherfrequenciesin the seismogram, which we shall attempt to model in this paper
with scattered modes using the Born approximation.
The WKBJ step is essential to keep the discrepancy
small, a major conditionfor the validity of Born, which
is a singlescatteringapproximation[Srdeder,1988a,b;
Friederichet al., !993].
Partitioned

Waveform

Inversion

method

turbation along the path:

X

-

)da.

(4)

path

Adding this to the initial model,we obtain a bestfitting

average
one-dimensional
(l-D) model•-

/•0+ 5/• in

each source-receivergreat circle plane.
Equation (4) constitutesa linear constrainton the

truethree-dimensional
(3-D)Earth•t•u•, where•-• still

In this sectionwe briefly review the partitioned waveform inversion

The perturbation5fl is assumedto be an averageper-

and describe the determination

depends on r. With the introduction of a new back-

groundmodel/•f, whichis the samefor all paths,(4)

of the backgroundmodel for the Born inversion. We is transformed into a system of linear equationsof the
invert for only a single parameter, the S wave velocity. form
We summarize

our notation

for the various models and

f GiWK•J
5(13true
_fi/ref)
dar
_qi (5)

the correspondingwaveformsin Table 1.
Average perturbations 613to an initial one-dimen- with uncorrelated errors in the transformed "data" qi.

sionalmodel/3ø are determinedby fitting a synthetic ThekernelG•
wK• (r) samples
thepath.Fordetails,
see
Table 1. SymbolsUsed to Denote Various Models and AssociatedWaveforms
Model

Dimension

Path

Waveform

Dependent

1-D

yes

• = flø+ •-•

1-D

yes

Uoba
uo
uWKBJ

5/5/- fi/tru,_/5/

3-D

yes

•U Born

1-D
3-D

no
no

Real Earth
Initial model

fpru,
flø

Average
model
Perturbationof average
model

Background
modelforinversion/3r'f
Perturbation
of/•ref
5/•ref= f/tr,, _ f/r,r
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e.- •.(•/•)
e•.
Nolet[1990].Formanypathsequations
(5) arecollected
and invertedfor perturbations/•ref= •true- •f. It
This reducesthe scattering matrix to
is advantageous
to allowthe initial model/•0 for each
path to differfromthe reference
model•
to improve

(12)

the accuracy of the WKBJ approximation.

(13)
where

Born Approximation

K•ø- K;ø[•c•(p/•
+2p•)]+K•ø%(•/•)(14)
+K•
ø[(• - 2•)c•(•/•)
+2•-6½•(•/•)4••].

In most cases the residual

•u•ø• '- uø•'- uwK•

(6)

is small for low-passedsignalsbut differs appreciably
from zero if higher frequenciesare included. In these

The residual •U Børnbecomes a linear function of the

cases
•UBørn
canbeseenasa perturbation
to thewave- perturbationto the averagemodel/• - •t•u•-/•
in (4) yields
formuwKBJforthelaterallyhomogeneous
path-averageBt•u•- B0_ •-•. Inserting/•B

model
•- •øo•/•.
The
Born
approximation
relates
the
residual /•u
linearly to perturbations in the structural parameters/• - •t•u• _ •.
Sniederand Nolet [19873formulatethe Born approx-

• - •
path

(• + -•) d•

_

(•5)

and therefore

imation for a spherical Earth • follows:

o- X,/ • a•x.

i(kvaA2
+.•/4)S•
• Equation(16) impliesthat the averageof/•/• alongthe
•uBørn
--// • P•exp
(sin
A•)x/•
path

•pi(••,

'

great circlepath at any depth is zero. This is expected
since/• is an averagemodel for the great circle plane.
For the purpose of inversion the perturbation /•/• is

•/4) s•

(sinAx)x/•
( 'M)sinSdOd•.
(7)

The indices• and • denoteexcitedand scatteredmodes, expanded into three-dimensionalbasisfunctions
respectively. Both Rayleigh and Love modes are included in • and •. The vector p• denotes the polar/•/•(r)- •i 7ihi(r)- • '•ih•(r)h•(O,
q•).
ization vector of mode • at the receiver, A x is the distance between source and the scatterer at colafitude

O

and longitude •, and A• is the distancebetween scatterer and receiver. The moment tensor is denoted by
M and the WKBJ strain tensor of mode • by E •. The
wavenumbersfor the backgroundmodel • are denoted

by •o or •.
The sca•ering matrix can be written as

(17)

The basis functions hi are assumedto be orthogonal.

In thispaperwechoose
the angularbasisfunctions
equal to 1 for a small regionOxi• O • O•i, •xi
and zero outside, and h• equal to 1 where
and zero elsewhere. These regions are assumedto be
small in comparisonto the wavelengthof the structural
perturbations.
The scatteringmatrix is split up into contributions

s• - ](g;•a•
•s$•aa
•x•ax)
a•.(s)

from the different basis functions

o

The integration is over radius and/•p, •/•, •A are perturbations to the background model p, •, A. Here p
denotes the density whereas/z, • are the Lam• parameters for an isotropic medium. To replace
$•, •p we make use of the linearized equations

'

Equation(7) can then be rewrittenas

i

$• -- •$p + 2•• $fl,

-

-

+

(9)

expi(•oa•x
+ •/4) Eo

'

-

v,o

(sin•)•/• ( '•) a••inOaOa4.
(•)

Replacingquantifiessuchas E ø by •heir valuesE•'M,

whichcanbe obtained
from• - p(a• - 2fl•) and• -

p• s••

p•.

of eachcellwe can simplify(19) to

Becausewe wan• •o inver• for 5 wave velocity perturbations $fl only, perturbations in •he density and •he
P wave velocity are assumed•o be proportional •o •he
perturbations in •he 5 wave velocity:

e•-

•(•/•)

e•,

(•)

•a (•in•)•/•

(sin•)•/•

•u"ø'"
= • •'• P' (sin
•=,)•/=
ß•p•(•.•A•,
•.••/=+•/4)(E•.•),,•'. (•0)
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to rn' in (27). From(27) the covariance
matrixC. =
E[•7i•7•]
canbe obtained:

expi(k,,aSA2i+ k•aSA•i) hi sinOdOdqb

(21)
+ 5•1i and •2 = •2i +•2i.
For
smallwa•enumberssi• will be approximatelyequM to
the s•rfaceare• si whereA• - 1.

or with C•

where A 1 = •li

The following•bbreviafionsfor (20) are intro•uce•:
i

v,•

- cr•'•,
(29)

Multiplying(27) by A/cr• corresponds
to a normalization of (27) to unit variance.
If the numbern of unknownelementsin 7 is large,
SVD of A. is very time and spaceconsuming.Because
for one path the number of data rn is smaller than the
number of unknownsn, it is much more efficientto con-

siderdiagonalization
of AAa', eventhoughthenumerA reallinearsystemof equations
for 7 = (7•, 72,...) can icalprecision
candecrease.
With 7= AS'y,(25)canbe
be obtainedin the frequencydomain:

written

as

5uBør"--AAa'y.

(30)

Diagonali•.ation
of AAa' yields
i

AAa'-- UA:Ua'-- O.•:OT,

(31)

•uBørn-Oi2O•'y.

(32)

or in the time domain by a Fourier back transformation

of (22):

From (32) we find that
i

•_xfja.
SuBor,
_ •fja'y_ •1.

In the time domain a time window is easierto apply.
These linear systems of equations will be abbreviated Finally,using(26) we can calculate
by

•UBørn--A')'.

- X-

(25)

(33)

A.

Beforelinearequationslike (25) for differentpathsare Using(33) and (34) the linearsystemof (27) can be
combinedfor an inversion,an approximationof A by obtained
bydiagonali•.ation
of AA•'.

usingsingularvaluedecomposition
(SVD) [Presset al.,
1992]is introducedin order to reducethe numberof
equations. This method is akin to the method of rank-

Example I

ing and winnowingproposedby Gilbert[1971].SVD of

Figures1 and 2 illustrate propertiesof the Born
proximationusinga source-receiver
pair on the Philippine Sea Plate. Figure I showsthe absolutevalue of
A- UAV - fi9
(26) scatteringmatrix at 25 mHz for modeconversionsfrom
where A is a diagonal matrix with the singular values Love to Rayleighmodesas well as betweenRayleigh
of A on its diagonal. For one path the linear prob- modesfor a singlescatterer;15 Loveand 15 Rayleigh
lem (25) is severelyunderdetermined.Thereforeonly modesare considered.The scattereris locatedat 10øN,
a smallnumberof the.singularvaluesarenonzero.A 125øEand consistsof 5% perturbationsin • and/5 and
7 and 410 km depth(cp- 0.5 and
new diagonal matrix A excludingzero and small sin- 2.5%in • between
gularvaluesis usedto quellthe indet.errnjnacy.
The ca - 1.0). The horizontalextentof the scattereris 80
columnsof the correspondingmatrices U, V constitute km by 80 km. The plots on the left showthe dimensiona basis for the range of A and the particular solution, lesselementsof the matrix S•'•,•si, whereasthe plots
respectively.If the number of data is denotedby rn, the on the right showthe amplitudes[a•'*[ of the resulting
number of unknownsby n, and the number of nonzero perturbations to the vertical componentwaveformat
singularvaluesby rn', the matricesare of the following the receiver.
The scatteringmatrix is shownfor near-forwardscattypesU' (mx n), A' (n x n), V' (n x n), U: (mx m'),
tering
with a 300changein the directionof propagation.
X: (rn'x rn'),9: (n x rn'). Using(26)andtheorThe scatteringmatrix is dominatedby scatteringwithA yields

ß

thogonali•y
Oa'O- I, thelinearsystem
(25)canbe out modeconversion
as well as by scatteringbetween
transformed
to
•/rT,),
__/•-10TeuBorn
__0.

(27)

The number of equationsis reducedfrom rn in (25)

neighboringRayleighmodes.The scatteringmatrix is
symmetricfor scatteringbetweenRayleighmodes.Love
modesare scatteredmainly to Rayleighmodeswith
mode number which is increasedby 1 or 2. The ninth
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Figure 1. (left)Scattering
matrixS• fora scatterer
at 100N,125øEfora frequency
of25mHz.

right)Amplitude
'[a•'ø[
ofscattered
waves
ontheVertical
component
intheBornapproximation.
top)Loveto Rayleigh
conversion.
(bottom)Scattering
between
Rayleigh
modes.
Absolute
values
are plottedusinga base'10logarithmic
scale,that is, -4.00 means10-4. The elements
of the
scattering
matrixaredimensionless,
whereas
theamplitude
of thescattered
waves
aregivenin
meters.The scatterer
has5%'perturbations
in • and• and2.5%in • between
7 and4!0 km

depth. The horizontalextentof the scattereris 80 km by 80 km. Incomingmodesare plotted

on the z axis,outgoing
modesare plottedon the • axis. SeeFigure2 for the source-receiver
configuration.

higherRayleighmoderepresents
a Stoneleymodeat the mHz). In the left columnof plots we showscattercore-mantleboundary.The valuesof the eigenfunctions ing from the fundamentalRayleighmodeto itself,in
from the first higher
in the upper mantlefor this modeare very small. For the middlecolumnthe conversion
Rayleighmode,'and
thismodethe elementsof the scatteringmatrix are also Rayleighmodeto the fundamental
in the right columnthe conversion
from the fundamenvery small. '
Rayleigh
mocle.Thetop
The amplitudesof the waveformperturbations
or the tal Loveto thefundamental
scattered waves at the receiver are dependent on the two rows showthe real parts of the waveformperturat the receiver
asa
scatteringmatrix and alsoon the excitationand the bationson the verticalcomponent
polarization
vectorforthereceiver.
Theinfluences
of functionof the lateral positionof the scatterer. The
both geometricalspreadingand the sizeof the scatterer first row showsthe perturbationswithout accounting
ß

are the same for all mode conversions. For this scat-

for the effect of radiation pattern, and the secondrow

includes
thefactorE•-M. In thenotationof (22) [he
.t,o,,,.
,,na tt, .,ona
a,o,,,.
portantbecause
oftheradiation
pattern.TheWaveform
perturbations
arenotsymmetric
forscattering
between for three combinationsof •r and u. The in•lex i of the

terer in particular,Loveto Rayleighconversion
is imRayleigh modes.

basisfunction varies. The depth dependenceof the ba-

ß

Figure2 illustratesthe Bornapproximation
asa func- sis functions is the same for all lateral positions. The
have5%perturbations
in• and• and2.5%in
tion of the lateral positionof the scatterer(agai'nat 25 scatterers
.

.
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Figure 2.

Waveformperturbations
as a functionof the lateralpositionof the scatterer.

Threeexamples
ofmodeconversion
areconsidered
at a frequency
of25mHz.(left)Scattering
of
fundamental
Rayleigh
tofundamental
Rayleigh
mode.(middle)Scattering
offirsthigherRayleigh
to fundamental
Rayleigh
mode.(right)Scattering
offundamental
Loveto fundamental
Rayleigh
mode.(top) Realpart of the waveform
perturbations
withoutradiationpatternaccounted
for
•[&•'•]). (middle)Realpartof waveform
perturbations,
including
effectof radiation
pattern

(bottom)
Amplitude
ofthewaveform
perturbations
([a?[) in meters
aregivenon

a base10 logarithmicscale.The scalingis the samefor the threeplotson the bottom. The

plotsin thefirsttworowsareplottedindependently.
Exponents
areshown
in thelegend,
that

is,-9 denotes
10-9. Thescatterers
areasinFigure
1. Thesource
(square)
istheevent
ofApril

13, 1994,at 3.1øS,136.0øN,depth29 km. The station(triangle)is the GlobalSeismic
Network
stationTATO. The map showsa regionaroundthe PhilippineSea.
• between7 and 410 km depth. In the top row curves tered mode is equalor an "egg"shapeotherwise.The
of constantphaseare visible. They havean elliptical amplitude
alonga curveof constant
phaseismodulated
shape
if thewavenumber
oftheincoming
andthescat- mainlyby theangulardependence
of thescattering
and
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also by the geometrical spreading. For instance, in the
case of the fundamental Rayleigh mode, forward and
backward self-scatteringhave different signs. This explains the nodal plane visible between regionsof forward and backward scattering. For fundamental Love
to fundamental Rayleigh mode conversionsthe nodal
plane coincideswith the great circle plane. There is no
suchnodal planefor the conversionfrom the first higher
Rayleigh to the fundamental Rayleigh mode; however,
we see that backward scattering is stronger than forward scattering. In the secondrow the symmetry is lost
becauseof the radiation pattern. In the third row am-
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40

60

82(;1

::-'.•ii"
.-.'•"-"-'..'--':•.-•'::•11
.......
'i:i:.

80

20

40

60

80

plitudesof the waveformperturbations[a•'•[are shown
with the same scaling for the three plots. In this example, becauseof the radiation pattern, self-scattering
from the fundamentalRayleighmode is more sensitive
to the structure northeast of the great circle. The radiation in the direction

•i::•i::•!!•i!•ii•::::ii!!•?:i:•::•i•iiii!•ii•::•i•!•i•l•:j
..... •:.
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

of the station is less than half of

the maximum radiation, which is directed to the NNE.
Scatteringfrom the fundamental Love mode to the fundamental Rayleigh mode is stronger southwestof the
great circle.
Upon linearizing the differentials5A•i and 5A•.i over

a fiat, squarecell surface[Snieder,1986b],the factor
(21) canbe approximatedby the real number

20

40

60

80'

0

20

40

60

80

I

Figure 3. The ratio s•'•/si as a functionof longitude
and latitude. The source is at -20øS, 50øE and the

s•

--

sin[•AS(k,,sin(•., + k• sin(•,)]
receiverat 20øS,50øE. Resultsarc for 25 mH•.. (a)
(k• sin• + k• sin•)
A8 -- 0.4ø; phasevelocity4 km/s. (b) Like Figure
sin[aAO(k•cos•, + k• cos•,)]
3a,
but phasevelocity6 km/s. (c) Like Figure3a, but
ß (35)
A8 -- 0.25ø. (d) Like Figure3a, but with cellsrotated
(k• cos•.i + k• cos,•i)

4

by 450.

In (35) •2i is the azimuthtowardthe station,and •
is the azimuth

toward

the source in the center of the

mode(720 to 870 s) nor
cell, and A8 denotesthe angular half width of the cells. arrival and the fundamental
Figure3 showsthe ratio si /s• wheresi is the angular the coda(after 950s) canbe modeledwith the WKBJ
cell surface,as a function of the position of the cell for

approximation.
In the middlethe residual
5uBørnbe-

k• = k•. The source and receiver are assumed to be at

tween the observedwaveform and the synthetic for the

-20øS, 50øE and 20øS, 50øE, respectively. In regions averagemodel is shown(solid line). Figure 5 shows
where the exponentialfunctionsin (21) are strongly the first 47 singular valuesfor the SVD of the matrix
fluctuating,the ratio s•'ø/si becomessmall. The ratio A. About 40 singular valuesare appreciablydifferent
becomeslarger for a smallercell size and longerwave- from zero. The matrix A has about 200 rows, so in
lengths. Equation(21) is dependentupon the shape this example a reduction of the number of rows by a
of the cell. This is demonstratedin Figure 3d, where factor of 5 is achieved. This is a desirable feature,
we have rotated the cellsby 450 with respectto those since it reducesthe storage requirementsof the procedure considerably. A solution for this path can be
shownin Figure 3a.
Figures 4, 5, 6, and 7 demonstrate the decompo- computed
using
7=•r•_-l[.I•rSu
Børn.
Thecorrespondsition of the matrix A governingthe Born inversion. ing syntheticresidualA7 is shownin Figure4 (middle)

In Figure4 (top) the waveformobserved
on the verti- with a dashedline. Figure4 (bottom)showsthe total
cal componentfor the source-receiverconfigurationof

WKBJ

syntheticwaveform
u

+ A7ohs(dashed.line)
corn-

Figure2 is shown(solidline). It is comparedwith the paredto the observedwaveformu

(solidline). The

synthetic
waveform
uwKBJfor theaverage
model• re- agreementis very good. We concludethat the Born apsulting from the first step of the PWI (dashedline).
The Harvard

centroid

moment

tensor solution

proximation enablesquite complicatedwaveformsto be

was used

modeled. Furthermore, the matrix A can be approximated using about 40 nonzero singular values in this
example.
For the construction of the basis functions hi in this
tal Rayleighmode;usually,the syntheticfor an average example the depth range between 7 and 410 km was

to compute the synthetic. The case shown is an extreme example, perhaps becausethe station is situated
near a node in the radiation pattern of the fundamen-

modelmatchesthe waveformmuchbetter [Van derLee, dividedinto four layers:7 to 20 km, 20 to 70 km, 70
1996,Lebede•et al., 1996].In the exampleof Figure4, to 200 km, and 200 to 410 km, 5% perturbationsin •
neither the waveform within a window between the $
and f• and 2.5% in • are considered
within theselay-
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Figure4. (top)Waveform
forthesource-receiver
configuration
in Figure
2 (solid
line).Syntheticwaveform
uwEs• for an average
model(dashed
line) resulting
fromthe firststepof the

PWI. (middle)
Residual
uø•- uwKs•(difference
between
dataandsynthetic
fortheaverage
model,
solidline)andsynthetic
residual
•ul•ør•intheBornapproximation
(dashed
line).(bot-

tom)Comparison
ofobserved
waveform
uøb'(solid
line)andfinalsynthetic
uwKBJ
+ 5uBørn
(dashed
line).Displacements
areshown
innanometers
inthefrequency
ranõe
5 to30mHz.Read

X10 + 4 as x104.

ers for the constructionof the basisfunction. In Figure 6 elements of the first, second, and fifteenth
sis vector for the depth interval from 20 to 70 km are
shown. Vectors correspondingto larõe sinõularvalues
describe smooth model perturbations, whereasvectors
correspondingto small singularvaluesdescribeperturbations of short wavelength.

model• - /SO+ • whichis differentfor eachpath.
We introducea new background
modelf•refwhichis
equal for all paths in order to obtain a system of linear equations governingthe three-dimensionalpertur-

bations5/S
•f. With (17) and

Sincethe condition
numberof AA T is the square
of
the condition number of A, there is a valid concern for

the numericalstabilityof our method.In Fig•e 7 we
investigate
the accuracy
of the calculation
of V usin.g

thediagonMization
of AAT. In Figure7 (top)•r•V
isshown
for• asa resultofSVDofA, andin Figure
• (miaae)••
i, shown
for•r asa resultofai•gonalization
ofAA•r. Onlycolumns
of•r corresponding
to small singular valuesshow deviationsfrom the ex-

pectedorthogonalityif they are calculatedusing(34).
In Figure7 (bottom)dot productsbetweencolumnsof
V calculatedusingSVD of A (z axes)andusingdiago-

nalization
ofAA•' (Ztaxes)areshown.
In thisexample,
dial•onalization
ofAA•r provides
a verygood
estimate
of V, especiallyfor columnsof V correspondingto the
first 40 singular values.

.
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Becauseof (17) the unknowncoefficients
and the basis functionsare definedwith respectto a background Figure 5. First 47 singularvaluesof the matrix A.
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Figure 6. SVD of the matrix A yieldsa basisfor the particularsolution.Elementsof the (top
left) first, (top right) second,and (bottomleft) fifteenthbasisvectorsfor the depthrange20 to
70 km. The sourceis denoted by a square;the receiveris denoted by a triangle.

f •yhi
d•r-5yi,

(36)f Gi5•ref
d•r_
z/i
-[/ Gi(•
ø-[-5-••ref)
d3r_
q•.
(41)

where
•y - h1/f h?dSr,thecoefficients
3'ycanbe
expressedby

• 5•d3r
- 7•.

Theseequationsare of the sameformasthe linearequa-

tionsofthesecond
stepofthePWI (equation
(5)). They
representlinear constraintson the three-dimensional

(37)model of perturbationsin the $ wave velocity. The

right-handsideof (41) consists
of twoterms.The first

Using(37), (27)is writtenas

term •i is due to perturbationsof the laterally homogeneous
averagemodelf• and the presence
of a nonzero
5u•øm. The secondterm dependson the differencebe-

• •'if • • dar•i,

(38)
tween• andthe background
modelof the inversion
and
on the result of the first step of the PWI.

or in the general form

For the final three-dimensional
inversion,
5f•refis ex-

f Gi• d3r
- •.

(39)

panded into basisfunctions

•}•ref
__Z :E•
f•.

(42)

A newbackground
model•ef is introduced
by

f
which yields

_ _ + _

_

For instance,the three-dimensional
basisfunctionsfi
(40) can be obtained by meansof trillnear interpolationin
a cubicgridcontaining
the Earth [Van derLee,1996].
The linear systemof equationsfor the determinationof
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For differentpaths,equations(43) are collectedand simultaneously
invertedby usingLSQR [PaigeandSaunders, 1982]. The large amount of disk spaceoccupied

by thematrixf Gifj dSrandthecomputation
timeis
a matter of concern,but current technologyalready enablesus to invert severalhundred paths usinga 2 Gbyte
disk partition.

Example 2
The Born inversionis illustrated with a synthetic test.
A synthetic residual for a single point scatterer is inverted. Figures 8 and 9 show a map view and cross
sectionsof the resulting model for the Born perturba-

tion •f•ref for a scattererlocatedat 10øN,125øE,away
from the great circle, and a scatterer on the great circle
at 10øN, 130øE, respectively. The synthetic residuals
for the scatterers are shown in Figure 10. If only intramode scattering is considered,we would expect to
see an ellipsethrough the position of the scattererin a
map view of the resulting model. Becausemode conversionsare taken into account, the maximum value in
the inversionresult reproducesthe correct position of
the scattererfairly well. The maximum amplitudeis too

small,about5% of the expectedvalue,whichis 200m/s.
It seemsthat the scatterer off the great circle is better reconstructed,probably becauseLove to Rayleigh
mode conversionscontribute to the synthetic waveform
perturbation. The crosssectionsshow that the vertical position of the scatterer between 20 and 70 km is
almost reconstructed. These examplesshow the possibility of the lateral and vertical location of structural
perturbations, and they addressthe problem of lateral
and vertical resolution. It is expectedthat the inversion
of waveformsfor many different source-receiver
configurations will increase the resolution.

We can also usethe theory to study the "width" of a
surfacewavepath. To this end we artificially set •i - 0

andfFef= f•0in (41)andsolved
theresulting
equations
for5fFel. Figure11shows
a mapviewofthesolution
at
100 km depth. Sincethis is a minimum norm solution,it
is a measureof the spatial sensitivityof the seismogram
and a visualization of the surface wave equivalentof a
Fresnel
-5

zone.

0

Discussion

and

Conclusions

Figure7. (top)•rT•r for•r calculated
using
SVDof
The partitioning of the inverseproblemfor scattered
A. (middle)
•rT•r for•r calculated
using
diagonali,,awaves is essential to make the method feasible because
tionof AAT. (bottom)
Dotproduct
between
columns(1) it makesit possibleto introducedifferentbackof V calculatedusingSVD of A (z axes)anddiagonal- ground modelsfor different paths, thereby minimizing

i•,ation
ofAAT (y axes).Base10logarithmic
scaling
is thescattered
wavefield5uBørn,and(2) it reduces
the
used.
inverseproblemto the manageablesize of a singledata
vector, rather than that of the 3-D model vector. The
reduction in computationaleffort makesit possiblefor
the first time to include

conversions

between

a suite of

the coefficients
zj whichhasfinallyto be solvedis then higher Love and Rayleigh modesinto the analysis.

E :rj/ Gif•
dSrqi.

Contrary to common practice, we do not invert for
phase velocity maps as an intermediate step but solve
directly for the 3-D Earth model. Phase velocity in-

(43)
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Figure 8. Foroneseismogram
a synthetic
inversion
testisperformed.
Thesolidcircleat 10øN•

125øEdenotesthe positionof the 80 km x 80 km pointscatterer.Its depthrangeis 20 to 70 km.
The sourceis denotedby a square;the receiveris denotedby • triangle.(top left) Map viewof
the resultingthree-dimensional
modelat 50 km depth.(top right)Crosssectionof the resulting
model,AA'. Perturbations
•f
arein meterspersecond.(bottomright)Crosssectionof the
resulting model, BB'.
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As in Figure8• but nowwith the scattererpositioned
•t 10øN•130øE,on the great
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Figure 10. (top) Syntheticresidualfor scattererin Figure8. (bottom) Syntheticresidualfor
scattererin Figure9. ReadX10 + 3 as x 10s.
version would be cumbersome

in the case of multimode

is less accurate

than

WKBJ

to model

forward

scatter-

in.version;
also,the fact that we allowfor wavescat- ing; the reason is that the perturbed signal will only
tering violatesthe commonassumptionthat structural correctly modify the phaseof the direct wave as long as
and dynamic phase velocity are equal.
the approximationexp(ie) • i + ie is valid. However,
It is well known that the accuracyof the Born approx- for wavesthat scatter at a substantialangle, the direct
imationdecreases
with increasing
sizeof 5uBørn,since wave plays no role and the Born approximation can be
multiple scattering is neglected. Becausescatteringin- used with more confidence,as its widespreaduse in excreaseswith frequency, the accuracy of the method is ploration seismicsattests. Our application of WKBJ
a strong function of the low-passfilter applied to the removesforward scattered energy that can be modeled
seismograms,and theoretical errors can be kept under by an averagechangeof velocity along the path.
hontrol. It is well known that the Born approximation
Notealsothat •UBørnneednot be smallwith respect
ß

to the data uøb' for a particularpath, but smallwith
respect to the wave field in general. For example, the
perturbed signal in Figure 4 is large with respect to
the direct arrival of the Rayleighwave,but in this case

•. • :,, :,z.....:..-.x.-.:.........,x,z...
:...+:
........-• ,.,z,.-...•-.
..................
•.•:.•;y.•..::..:.•:.:.:.:......:.:.:.:..•.:.:.:.:.:....:.:..•.:.:.:::2•z..z:.$%:.•.•:..:...:.•.:•.:.:.:...4.•.::•;:.
.:•.•..•,•.,..

ß

the station TATO is almoste•actly on a node in the
Rayleighwaveradiation parterre A checkagainstother
recordsaway from the node showsthat the amplitude of
the scattered wave is actually small. Such considerable
influence of the radiation pattern is also evident from
Figures 1 and 2 and explains an observation that has
puzzled many seismologists:why seismogramsof waves
traveling along similar paths sometimesdiffer greatly in
their content

of scattered

waves.

Our numerical experiments indicate that a single,
vertical, seismogramlow passedat 30 mHz yields 3040 independent constraints on Earth structure if allowanceis made for off-path wave propagation.Within
this subspaceof eigenvectorsthe eigenvaluesdecrease
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only slightlymore than I orderof magnitude(Figure
5).' This explainswhy we are ableto obtain'analmost

perfect data fit without invokingexcessiveVelocitygradients in the model. The question can be r .ised: can
Figure 11. The input for this Born inversionis the a similar fit still be obtained in a large inversionexaverage
model
foronepath.A mapviewoftheresultin• periment with many paths that may .locallyoverlap or
modelat 100 km depth is shown. Perturbations5f•TM be very close? Such an experiment is currently under
are in meters per second.
way with real data. But even for, s•y, 100 paths the
-115

115
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total number of independent constraints is still small

compared
to thenumberof modelvariables,
whichwas
23,400 in our example,so that a good fit is still likely.
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Maupin, V., Surface wavesacross2-D structures: A method
basedon coupledlocal modes, Geophys.J., 93, 173-185,
1988.

Moreover, the introduction of multimode conversionsin
our proceduregreatly enhancesthe accuracyof the inversions. If discrepancies
remain, the two most likely

Nolet, G., Partitioned waveform inversion and two-dimensional structure under the network of autonomouslyrecording seismographs,jr. Geophys. Res., 95, 8499-8512, 1990.

causesare anisotropy(whichcanbe handledwithin the
sameformalismaslateralheterogeneity)
or errorsin the

uides including the continuum spectrum, Geophys.J. R.
Astron. Soc., 86, 425-453, 1986.
Paige, C.C., and M.A. Saunders,LSQR: An algorithmfor
sparselinear equationsand sparseleast squares,Assoc.
Cornput. Mach. Trans. Math. Soft,rare, 8, 43-71, 1982.

source mechanisms.

Odom,R.I., A coupledmodeexaminationof irregular.waveg-

The shape and orientation of the cell parameterization is not very critical near the great circle path but
Press, W.H., S.A. Teukolsky,W.T. Vetterling, and B.P.
doeshave an influenceat larger distance,as shownin
Flannery, NumericalRecipesin FORTRAN, 2rided., CamFigure 3. Since the data constrain the Earth most
bridge Univ. Press, New York, 1992.

stronglynear the great circle(Figures6 and 11), we Snieder,
R., 3-D•inearized
scattering
of surface
waves
and
expect little effect of the parameterization on the final
outcome of the inversion. We conclude that we have de-

veloped an important new method which enablesus to

a formalism for surface wave holography, Geophys. Y. R.
Astron. Soc., 8g, 581-605, 1986a.

Snieder,R., The influenceof topographyon the propagation and scattering of surfacewaves, Phys. Earth Planet.

invert a large numberof observedseismograms
for 3-D
Inter., 44, 226-241, 1986b.
Earth structure while taking the effectsof multimode Snieder,R., Large-scalewaveforminversionsof surfacewaves

scattering into account to first order.
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